237 River Road
Uxbridge, MA 01569
Training Agreement
I hereby agree to abide by the training rules and decisions of Agility Rush K-9 Performance Center, Inc. I
understand that I will not bring my dog to a training session if it is ill, if it has any communicable disease
or condition, if there is a communicable canine disease among other dogs in my household, if my dog is
not up to date on vaccines, or if in the opinion of the instructor, my dog shows aggressive behavior. I
understand there are no refunds for missed or cancelled classes. There are no refunds for seminars
unless your spot can be filled.
Liability Waiver/General Release
I, the undersigned, as the owner/handler or the owner’s representative of the dog(s) known as
________________________________, do hereby release and hold harmless, Agility Rush K-9
Performance Center, John Nys, and all their training staff, officers, agents, associates and all persons
connected therewith, from any and all liability, claims, or causes of action referenced individual(s). I
assume full responsibility for the actions of the above referenced dog(s) and any resultant consequences
of those actions throughout the entire course of the instruction and other related activities. This release
extends and applies to my agents, heirs and other persons of interests to all liability, injuries, damages,
losses as well as any consequence thereof. I have read this release and evidence my understanding of its
terms, conditions and consequences by executing this document below. In doing so, I agree to be bound
by its terms and conditions contained herein. I also, understand that aggressive behavior on the part of
my dog(s) toward any person or other dog will result in dismissal from the class/seminar with no refund
of training monies. Also, please no working on the equipment without instructor. I agree to pay all
resulting losses and damages suffered or incurred by AgilityRush K-9 Performance Center, Inc. it’s
trainers and agents and to defend and indemnify AgilityRush K-9 Performance Center, Inc, its trainers
and their agents from any resulting claims, demands, lawsuits, losses, costs or expenses, including
attorney fees. Please accept my registration for class.

Signature ________________________________________________
Printed Name ____________________________________________
Date ____________________________________________________

